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ABSTRACT

Diabetes mellitus is growing worldwide and is becoming an epidemic and endemic problem with the social and

economic burden. The burden of diabetes on the health care system mandates efforts to more optimally treat those

with the disease and to prevent its development in those at risk. Early and intensive intervention in patients with

diabetes reduces the risk of microvascular and macrovascular complications and disease progression. Diabetes mellitus

(DM) has emerged as a distinctive comorbidity that is associated with severe disease, acute respiratory distress

syndrome and increased mortality in COVID-19 patients. COVID-19 is transmitted by droplets and fomities. Infact, DM

has emerged as an independent predictor of admission to intensive care unit or invasive ventilation or death in patient

with COVID-19 even after adjustment for age. Maintaining a good glycemic control would boost the innate immune

system and help prevent the grave consequences.

Result: Content analysis revealed a discrepancy between the level of expertise which the participants described as

important to delivering high-quality care and their capacity to deliver such care. The findings of the current study

show that primary care workers face many organizational challenges such as understaffing and lack of qualified

nurses, which led to heavy workloads and insufficient time to optimally care for elderly people with diabetes, and that

important documentation and nursing care plans and patient profiles were not updated. Further, clinical care and

service delivery were not routinely evaluated, and staff members had little time to update diabetes knowledge. These

findings are similar to those of Morgan et al. and suggest that workload issues such as inadequate staffing levels

affect the ability to provide high-quality care in hospitals and nursing homes. Another consequence of understaffing

and the lack of qualified nurses is that unqualified personnel are given responsibilities they are not trained to provide,

which can have adverse outcomes for community-based elderly people, including unnecessary hospital admissions.

Previous studies identified the devalued image of nurses who work with elderly people. A systematic review of the

experiences of nurses as managers and leaders in aged care suggests there is a need for specific education focused on

clinical leadership and opportunities for professional development. Geriatric nursing is a specialized and complex area

of health care and organizational barriers often prevent continuing education and skills development. These findings

are similar to those of Morgan sggest that workload issues such as inadequate staffing levels affect the ability to

provide high-quality care in hospitals. The discrepancy was due to lack of availability and access to current information,

limited ongoing support, lack of cohesion among health care professionals, and limited confidence and autonomy.

Challenges to delivering high-quality care included complex, difficult patient situations and lack of confidence to make

decisions founded on evidence-based guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

Novel corona virus disease (COVID-19) has

emerged as a global pandemic, affecting more than 200

countries and claiming thousands of lives till date.

Although the overall mortality rate is low. Diabetes

mellitus (DM) has emerged as a distinctive comorbidity

that is associated with severe disease, acute respiratory

distress syndrome and increased mortality in COVID-19

patients.

Diabetes mellitus frequency is a growing problem

worldwide, because of long life expectancy and life style

modification. Diabetes mellitus is becoming an alarming

public health problem in developed and developing

countries. The burden of diabetes on the health care

system mandates efforts to more optimally treat those

with the disease and to prevent its development in those

at risk. Early and intensive intervention in patients with

diabetes reduces the risk of micro vascular and macro

vascular complications and disease progression. Current

challenges in diabetes management include:

– Optimizing the use of currently available therapies

to ensure adequate glycemic, blood pressure, and lipid

control and to reduce complications

– Educating patients on diabetes self-management

– Improving patient adherence to lifestyle and

pharmacologic interventions

– Reducing barriers to the early use of insulin

– Improving the delivery of health care to people

with chronic conditions.

Infact, Diabetes mellitus has emerged as an

independent predictor of admission to intensive care unit

or invasive ventilation or death in patient with COVID-

19 even after adjustment for age. Maintaining a good

glycemic control would boost the innate immune system

and help prevent the grave consequences.

However, as a result of nationwide lockdown imposed

by the Government to curb the spread of the pandemic,

comprehensive diabetes care and glycemic control has

taken a back seat.A recent study from China during the

COVID-19 pandemic has shown that elderly subjects

with type 2 diabetes mellitus experienced worsening of

glycemic control manifesting as higher fasting blood

glucose. The impact of social distancing, quarantine and

lockdown on lifestyles would have probably led to

worsening of glucose control. Firstly, lockdown and social

distancing meant for community containment would have

limited the physical activities of the people with Diabetes

Mellitus. Secondly, restriction in food supplies during the

lockdown would have compelled people with Diabetes

Mellitus to alter their dietary habits that were earlier

associated with good glycemic control. Thirdly,

procurement of anti-diabetic medications and glucose

strips would have been difficult amid the ongoing

restrictions.

Older people with diabetes mellitus conditions

appear to be more vulnerable to becoming severely ill

with the covid-19 virus. When people with diabetes

develop a viral infection, it can be harder to treat due to

fluctuation in blood glucose levels and possibly the

presence of diabetes complications. There are two main

rezones behind it; first, the immune system is

compromised, making it harder to fight the virus and

leading to a longer recovery period. Second, the virus

may thrive in an environment of elevated blood glucose.

Review of literatures:

Elderly patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus

(T2DM) are a rapidly emerging population that presents

unique clinical challenges. This diverse patient group can

differ widely in terms of physical and mental status, which

can increase their risk of complications including

hypoglycemia, falls, and depression. These factors can

negatively impact their glycemic control, safety, and

quality of life. The risk of hypoglycemic events is elevated

among elderly patients with diabetes. In many cases,

these events are related to antidiabetic therapy and the

pursuit of strict glycemic control. Fear of a hypoglycemic

episode, on the part of the patient and/or healthcare

provider, is another major barrier to achieving glycemic

control. Hypoglycemic events, even in the absence of

awareness of the event (asymptomatic), can have

negative consequences. To help manage these risks,

several national and international organizations have

proposed guidelines to address individualized treatment

goals for older adults with diabetes. This article reviews

current treatment guidelines for setting glycemic targets

in elderly patients with T2DM, and discusses the role of

emerging treatment options in this patient population.

Diabetes mellitus (DM) frequency is a growing

problem worldwide, because of long life expectancy and

life style modifications. In old age (>60–65 years old),

DM is becoming an alarming public health problem in

developed and even in developing countries as for some

authors one from two old persons are diabetic or

prediabetic and for others 8 from 10 old persons have
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some dysglycemia. DM complications and co-morbidities

are more frequent in old diabetics compared to their young

counterparts. The most frequent are cardiovascular

diseases due to old age and to precocious atherosclerosis

specific to DM and the most bothersome are visual and

cognitive impairments, especially Alzheimer disease and

other kind of dementia. Alzheimer disease seems to share

the same risk factors as DM, which means insulin

resistance due to lack of physical activity and eating

disorders. Visual and physical handicaps, depression, and

memory troubles are a barrier to care for DM treatment.

For this, old diabetics are now classified into two main

categories as fit and independent old people able to take

any available medication, exactly as their young or middle

age counterparts, and fragile or frail persons for whom

physical activity, healthy diet, and medical treatment

should be individualized according to the presence or lack

of cognitive impairment and other co-morbidities. In the

last category, the fundamental rule is “go slowly and

individualize” to avoid interaction with poly medicated

elder persons and fatal iatrogenic hypoglycemias in those

treated with sulfonylurea or insulin.

The management of diabetes in the elderly has

unique challenges. With increasing age, there is an

increased prevalence of comorbid illnesses and functional

disability that contributes to the complexity of managing

diabetes in the elderly cohort. Thus, treatment must take

into consideration not only the standard micro- and

macrovascular complications associated with both aging

and diabetes, but also conditions such as cognitive

impairment and impaired function. Importantly, elderly

patients with diabetes have an increased risk for

cardiovascular disease

METHODOLOGY

This piece of study is a descriptive one and responses

were collected through a structured interview schedule.

Both primary and secondary data were collected for the

purpose. Sri Ganganagar district of north Rajasthan was

selected for the study which is a commercial point. Sample

size constituted of 100 respondents from different sectors

of the city. As the lockdown restricted mobility, the

researcher tried to collect telephone numbers of the

respondents and the data were elicited through telephonic

conversation.

The telephonic survey was conducted from April

20, 2020, to May 3, 2020, because of the nationwide

lockdown in India. It was not feasible to perform a

community-based face-to-face survey during this period;

a telephone-based qualitative interview study was

conducted in elderly male with diabetes mellitus.

Interview method have been used to assess the

experiences, perceptions, behaviors and psychosocial

aspects of people living with diabetes mellitus.

Although telephone-based qualitative interview has

generally been considered inferior to in person interviews

[using telephone for qualitative interviews carries with it

the logistic and practical advantages of improved access

to geographically dispersed interviewees, it reduces costs

and increased interviewer safety. Besides, the

methodological strengths of telephone-based qualitative

interviews include perceived anonymity, increased privacy

for the respondents and reduced distraction (for

interviewees) or self-consciousness (for interviewers)

when interviewers take notes during interviews.

Moreover, telephone interviews may be less intrusive

compared with face-to-face interviews and thereby

confer greater control to the interviewees in terms of

negotiating interviews to suit their schedules as well as

rescheduling, interrupting, or ending the interview.

Present study was conducted at Sri Ganganagar

district of north Rajasthan. Reason behind to choose

perticular district was that population of Sri Ganganeger

was used to spicy, fried and suger rich sweets. Sixty

(elderly male) respondentndents were selected to fullfill

the purpose of the study. Respondents were further

devided into two categories such as thirty were retired

from various government sector and another thirty were

involved in local family based business. An open and close

ended questions were asked to the respondents on

telephonic call uring lockdown period.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Major findings of the study shows that cent percent

retired respondents were under age group of 61-65 year

and same age group of local businessmen was selected

for study.

Table 1 : Distribution of respondents on the basis of their 

age group                                                  (n= 100) 

Sr. No. Age group No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

1. 61-65 year 50 100% 

 

On the reasons behind diabetesmellitus fifty percent

respondents were retired from banking sector, forty

percent from Rajasthan roadways and rest ten percent

EMERGING GERIATRIC CHALLENGES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS DURING CORONA PANDEMIC
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All retired respondents revealed that their

departmental work stress main cause of diabetes millatus.

In other hand equal percent (fifty %) of respondents

involved in clothing trading and wholesaler of crops. All

local family based respondents were forced to sit long

hours at their business cite, faced lack of physical activities

with lots of tea consumption.

On management of diabetes mellitus it was found

that retired respondents were much aware about

management of diabetes mellitus, sixty percent

 For businessmen category of respondents it was

found that stress level of cent percent respondents was

increased during lockdown period because of breakdown

Fig. 1 : Type of family of the adolescent girls

Table 2 : Distribution of respondents on the basis of their 

occupation                                         (n= 100) 

Sr. 

No. 

Occupation No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

1. Retired from Banking 

sector 

50 50% 

2. Retired from Rajasthan 

Roadways 

40 40% 

3. Retired from Police 

Department  

10 10% 

 

respondents were retired from police department.

Fig. 2 : Distribution of Respondents on the basis of their

Occupation

Table 3: Distribution of Respondents on the basis of their 

Management of Diabetes Mellitus   (n= 100) 

Sr. 

No. 

Management of 

Diabetes Mellitus 

No. of 

respondents 

Percentage 

1. Diet pattern 60 60% 

2. Physical Exercise 

and Yoga 

40 40% 

 

 

Fig. 3 : Distribution of Respondents on the basis of their

Management of Diabetes Mellitus

respondents strict to follow diet pattern and forty percent

among them recommend physical exercise and yoga with

balanced diet.

Cent percent respondents involved in local business

were aware about risks of diabetes millatus but not able

to maintain their diet and physical activities because they

forced to sit at a place to deal with costumers.

On the response of elderly health problems it was

found that cent percent retired respondent undergo proper

medical treatments to maintain blood suger lavel in

otherhand eighty percent businessmen respondents taking

care of themselves with medicine and rest twenty percent

respondents were have not enough time to maintain their

blood suger level.

When it was asked to the respondents that how

lockdown effect their diabetic management during this

pendemic time, it was assessed that all categories of

respondents face some commen problems to manag their

daily routine. It was seems that cent percent respondents

of each category suffered with different type of problems

such as lack of medicine avalibility, non availability of

glucometer strips, supply of proper vegetables and other

eatables.
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in business sales and increased profit lose. During

challenging period of Covid-19 cent percent (90 %)

respondents of both categories accept that they have

enough time to perform yoga, exercise and to follow

suitable diet plan at home. Maximum number of

respondents also said that optimum amount of sleep also

help to reduce their blood suger level, only businessmen

category respondents not found stress free during Covid-

19.

Conclusion:

It was concluded that Covid-19 lockdown left both

type(positive and negtive) of effect on diebatic patients

life. Somewhat it was not suitable for those respondents

who were performing well in their business, because

lockdown forced them to stop their business growth and

they had got sterssed. In otherhand it was benefical to

all respondent because it gives them enough time to take

care of themselves with proper diet, medication and

adequate sleep.
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